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Taiwan’s Top 2 Contact Lens 
Makers Working on Expand 
Capacity to Meet Surging 
Market Demand

In the face of increasingly strong market 

demand for contact lenses, Taiwan’s top two 

makers of such products, namely St.Shine 

Optical Co., Ltd. and Ginko International 

Co., Ltd., both listed in the Taiwan Stock 

Exchange, have actively been expanding 

output to seize considerable business 

opportunities.

Responding to a flood of orders from China 

and Japan during the second quarter of this 

year, St.Shine, whose production lines have 

run at full swing for the moment, has decided 

to set up three more lines in the second half 

right after activating a new one in May.

According to insiders with knowledge of the 

output expansion plan, if everything goes 

well as expected, the firm’s maximum annual 

capacity will shoot up to 696 million units by 

the end of this year, to further drive its gross 

profit rate of 36.9 percent achieved last year.

Noteworthy is that St.Shine has made a 

By Steve Chuang

Strong market demand for contact lenses across Asia 
motivates Taiwan’s top two makers to greatly expand 
output (photo courtesy of UDN.com).
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significant progress in development of 

overseas markets, especially Japan. It is 

reported that the firm’s high-end silicone 

hydrogel contact lenses ordered by a 

Japanese customer is scheduled to pass 

certification in the third quarter of this year 

for sale in the country, and then formally hit 

the market next year. With the achievement, 

the firm is expected to better penetrate the 

European market, of which it grabs only a 10 

percent share presently.

Meanwhile, St.Shine, which is contracted 

by Bausch & Lomb to supply daily contact 

lenses for sale in China, has just won an 

order from a local large-sized retailer, which 

will certainly help the Taiwanese maker to net 

more profits from the Chinese market.

St.Shine finished the first five months of this 

year with cumulative revenue of NT$2.503 

billion (US$78.21 million), surging 10.67 

percent year on year and including NT$539.12 

million (US$16.84 million) earned in May 

alone, up 19.45 percent monthly or 16.02 

percent yearly.

On another front, Ginko has also been 

boosting its capacity by setting up new 

production lines at its factories across the 

Taiwan Strait, to respond to the persistently 

growing demand for contact lenses in 

China. With the expansion project, the firm’s 

maximum capacity will surge from 215 million 

units as seen presently to 260 million units 

by the end of this year.

Ginko reported that its newly launched 

colored contact lenses and highly priced 

items made in Taiwan have proven very 

popular with local consumers in China, hence 

helping consolidate its status as the largest 

supplier in the market.

At the same time, Ginko has recently stepped 

up exploring the Korean and Japanese 

markets, with its products continually 

approved for sale there.

The firm’s cumulative revenue for the 

January-May period totaled NT$594 million 

(US$18.56 million), up 11.4 percent compared 

to a year ago and a record high.
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Electronic parts processing

ELEM TECHNOLOGY
CO., LTD.

Founded in 1988 in central Taiwan’s Changhua City, Elem is a CNC machining factory handling optical,
healthcare instrument, auto, motorcycle, sniperscope, lens, and microscope parts. Equipped with precision
machining centers, CNC lathes, milling machines, grinding machines, and various testing instruments, we also
process, manufacture, and assemble precision electronic, optical, mechanical, and hardware c ...

Tel:886-4-732-4859, 737-3069
Fax:886-4-737-3611
E-mail: elem.tw@msa.hinet.net
Website: www.cens.com/elem

OEM ODM for Electronic parts Electronic boxes (OEM) Electronic parts & accessories
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CHIEH LING SCREWS
ENTERPRISE CO., LTD.
Special L-Shape Hex Wrenches,
Hollow Rivets, Hex-Head Screws,
Screws, Bolts, Fasteners, Washers,
Nuts, Wrenches

Ever since its beginning as a maker of furniture fasteners

in 1989, Chieh Ling Screws Enterprise Co., Ltd. has

consistently engaged in vigorous R&D work in order to

satisfy customers worldwide with value-added

manufacturing services. With more than 30 years of

experience as an OEM (original equipment

manufacturing) supplier, Chieh Ling is one of only a few

Taiwanese furniture fastener makers engaged in special

screw and washer assemblies, turning out 400 to 500

metric tons of fasteners a month, mostly for higher-end

furniture but also for bicycles bearing global brands such

as Giant and Merida. Understanding that good quality is

intimately related to a sound manufacturing capability

which can be achieved only through R&D, Chieh Ling

insists that all of its managers and directors be involved in

R&D work so that the company can develop the optim ...

CHIEH LING SCREWS ENTERPRISE
CO., LTD.
No. 213, Lane 210, Tunglai Rd., Chungliao Li, Homei Town,
Changhua County, Taiwan 508

Tel:886-4-735-9178

Fax:886-4-735-8275

E-mail: jhieh.ling@msa.hinet.net

Website: www.cens.com/chiehling

6PCS Hexagon Wrench Key

Hexagon Screw

9PCS Torx Ball Point Hexagon Wrench
Key

Cross Wrench Key
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3D Printer Filament

DAY TAY PLASTIC
INDUSTRY LTD.

Day Tay Plastic Industry Ltd. specializes in plastic extrusion. Backed by 40 years’ experience, we are a
leading manufacturer working steadily to provide quality products to meet customers’ demands, offering mainly
3D Printer Filament,garden hoses, special clip bars, bag trim tubes, garment tubes, fishery tubes, special
furnishing tubes, sleeve and sheath for utensils, also ODM, OEM, plastic sourcing, ...

Tel:886-4-2699-8879
Fax:886-4-2699-8874
E-mail: dtc8879g@hotmail.com
Website: www.daytay.com.tw

3D Printer Filament PP.PE.PVC.ABS.TPU.TPE...piep Underground/embedded Irrigation
Pipe
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JIH SHENG SPRING CO., LTD.

Springs, Custom Springs, Retaining
Springs & Irregularly-Shaped
Springs, Springs For Molds/Dies,
Household Items

Established in 1997, Jih Sheng Spring Co., Ltd. has over

10 years of experience in making springs for electronics,

electrical machinery, pneumatic/electric tools,

automobiles, precision optical instruments, lighting

products, hydraulic equipment, hardware (including

locks), etc. Backed by advanced technology and

innovative facilities, we now have two factories covering

86,400sq.ft. in total: one each focusing on precision

spring manufacture and stamping hardware on straight-

axle pneumatic presses. Well-equipped factories enable us

to offer versatile processing services and prompt technical

support. Using precision inspection instruments to ensure

top quality, we became ISO 9001:2000 certified in

January 2009.

JIH SHENG SPRING CO., LTD.
No. 117, Fuxing Lane, Homing Village, Hsiushui Township,
Changhua County, Taiwan 504

Tel:886-4-769-6507

Fax:886-4-768-3303, 768-8422

E-mail: n45.n47@msa.hinet.net

Website: www.js-spring.com.tw

Staff

Spring Plant Facilities

Stamped Hardware Factory

Springs For Molds/Dies
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User instructions for foldable wire containers

SANE JEN
INDUSTRIAL CO., LTD.

Sane Jen Industrial Co., Ltd., was founded in 1984. It was specialized in developing and manufacturing folding
wire containers, trolley, folding storage shelves, stacking frames, metal pallet, wire display shelves, wire
decking, wire basket, wire netting… etc. for Logistics, Warehouse Storage and Supermarkets. The products
made of iron wire, steel tubes, steel plate and stainless steel are also available. ...

Tel:886-5-213-4789
Fax:886-5-213-4699
E-mail: sj-storage@umail.hinet.net
Website: www.sj-storage.com.tw

A-3 A-5 A-7
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SHENG CHYEAN ENTERPRISE
CO., LTD.
Brass Bar, Iron Bar, Aluminum Bar
and Stainless Steel Bar Production
Equipment, Melt casting equipment,
Continuous Casting Machines

Sheng Chyean has been providing maintenance service to

local wire drawing mills for 20 years. Responding to our

customers’ requests, Sheng Chyean has begun to modify

and upgrade customers’ existing machines. We have

extended our service by building new combined drawing

machines, which are more suitable to fulfill the

requirements our customers’ mills. With 20 years

experience of maintaining and designing bar drawing

machines, Sheng Chyean has expanded its market from

Taiwan to include Germany, USA, Japan, China, Korea,

and most of Southeast Asia. Sheng Chyean’s machines

are the choice of many clients worldwide because of their

value, ease of use, easy maintenance, and very fast

delivery. The key to achieving this organisation is the

young and energetic engineering team in Sheng Chyean.

The team adopts the latest technology to increase the perf

SHENG CHYEAN ENTERPRISE CO.,
LTD.
No. 17, Lane 360, Fudao Rd., Lukang Town, Changhua
County, Taiwan 505

Tel:886-4-758-8533

Fax:886-4-758-8500

E-mail: tw.sc@msa.hinet.net

Website: www.cens.com/sheng-chyean

Horizontal Rund Bar Straightening
Machine

Irregular Bar Straightening Machine

Two Roll Straightening Machine

Peeling Machine
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A-BELT-LIN INDUSTRIAL CO.,
LTD.
Seat Safty Belt, Buckle Kinds,
Industrial Saftty Belt, Tie Down,
Hardware, Lift Sling, Round Sling,
Racing Belt, Pads Kinds, Plastic

A-BELT-LIN has experiences for manufacturing seat belt,

racing belt, tow rope, tie down, industrial safety belt, lift

sling ,various hardware and plastics productions for over

twenty years. We also applied for many kind of

certifications, which including FMVSS209/302,E Mark,

CE, CNS…. etc. Our customers are all around the world.

For supplying our customers in diversified requirements.

We has established factories in Taiwan and Dongguan

China both.

A-BELT-LIN INDUSTRIAL CO., LTD.
No. 63, Ping-an Rd., Ansi Village, Sioushuei Township,
Changhua County, Taiwan 504

Tel:886-4-768-3100

Fax:886-4-768-3940

E-mail: abeltc@ms32.hinet.net

Website: www.cens.com/abeltc

Seat Belt, Safety Belt, Auto Parts, Auto
Accessories

Seat Belt, Safety Belt, Auto Parts, Auto
Accessories

Seat Belt, Safety Belt, Auto Parts, Auto
Accessories

Seat Belt, Safety Belt, Auto Parts, Auto
Accessories
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